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Each day, Texans depend on Luminant to provide safe, affordable and reliable electricity for a growing state 
in an environmentally responsible manner. As the largest power generator in Texas, we have an outstanding 
history of caring for our environment. This report provides a summary of our progress in environmental 

leadership, stewardship and compliance.

LEADERSHIP

Our employees are proud to be leaders in managing the environmental obligations associated with generating power from natural gas, Texas 

lignite, coal, nuclear power and renewable resources. Since 2009, we have completed more than $1.6 billion of environmental control projects, 

including equipping 2,200 megawatts of new coal-fueled generation with advanced clean-air emission controls. We have also offset 100 percent 

of key emissions from our recent coal generation additions while also reducing these same key emissions from our existing units by more than 

20 percent from 2005 levels. 

STEWARDSHIP

Before surface mining laws were ever established in Texas, Luminant developed a plan to reclaim the land and associated water resources. 

Today, with more than 90 awards for reclamation over the past 40 years, our employees take great pride in being thoughtful land management 

stewards. In fact, the company recently received the Interstate Mining Compact Commission’s 2014 National Mine Reclamation Award in the coal 

category and the Railroad Commission of Texas’ 2014 Coal Mining Reclamation Award. These high honors recognize our longstanding tradition of 

excellence in mining and reclamation, and the care and commitment we have to the communities we serve. 

As the largest private owner of Texas reservoirs, we understand the importance of water stewardship and conservation. Although we use water to 

cool our power plants, we actually consume very little. Our reservoirs also provide thousands of acres of aquatic habitat for wildlife, and some of 

our largest reservoirs are open to the public for fishing, boating and other recreational activities.

COMPLIANCE

At the heart of our environmental philosophy is our dedication to meeting or exceeding the requirements of all applicable state and federal laws 

and regulations. We have a strong track record of exemplary environmental compliance and will continue to conscientiously meet or go beyond 

our environmental obligations. 

I look forward to a bright future as Luminant continues to provide reliable electricity for Texas while responsibly protecting our environment. 

Sincerely, 

Mac McFarland
CEO, Luminant         

Reclaimed land at Monticello, T i tus Count y, Texas



MINING AND RECLAMATION STEWARDSHIP
•  Before mining our first ton of lignite – and before the law required it –  we developed a 

plan to reclaim the land. Our goal is to be good stewards of our communities and quickly 

return mined land to productivity, meeting all regulatory reclamation obligations.

•  Luminant has created or enhanced over 5,100 acres of wetlands, ponds and stream 

channels on our restored lands, dramatically increasing wildlife water resources.

•  We have received more than 90 awards for reclamation excellence, including an 

unprecedented five Director’s Awards, the highest honor from the U.S. Department of 

the Interior’s Office of Surface Mining.

Mined 2013 1,533
 To date 66,421

Reclaimed1 2013  2,333
 To date 75,402

1  Includes mined acreage and non-mined acreage disturbed to        
support mining

Acres Mined & Reclaimed
TOTAL  ( in  acres)

LUMINANT COAL FLEET EMISSION REDUCTIONS 2005 VS. 2013 
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LUMINANT COAL FLEET EMISSIONS REDUCTIONS 2005 VS. 2013
•  Luminant is proud to have the largest voluntary program ever undertaken by a power company to reduce key emissions across established coal units.

•  We have offset 100 percent of key emissions from our recent coal generation additions and reduced our existing generating fleet’s nitrogen oxide, sulfur dioxide 

and mercury emissions by more than 20 percent from 2005 coal-fueled levels. At the same time, we have increased our coal-fueled capacity by 37 percent.

•  For more than 20 years, our voluntary climate change program has been among the nation’s largest individual company efforts. It has avoided, reduced or 

sequestered 496 million tons of carbon dioxide through projects that include operation of nuclear units, renewable energy purchases and reforestation.

FUTURE MERCURY AND OTHER EMISSION REDUCTIONS 
Between 2005 and 2013, Luminant reduced its mercury emission rate by 39 percent and we are currently installing the controls necessary to meet new mercury 

rules. The company anticipates reducing its mercury emission rate by an additional 60 percent from 2013 to 2016 and expects to invest nearly $450 million from 

2014 through 2020 to comply with these rules as well as other EPA regulations, including maintenance of existing equipment.

RESPONSIBLE WATER USE
•  Water demand for Texas electric generation is just 4 percent of state consumption.

•  While we cycle large volumes of water for cooling our plants, only a small percentage 

is consumed. 

•  We own and operate 14 reservoirs, making us the largest private owner of             

Texas reservoirs. 

Sources: Water for Texas 2013 Water Report; University of Texas 
Bureau of Economic Geology  

Texas Water Consumption

2% Livestock
2% Mining
4%  Power Plants
9%  Manufacturing
27% Municipal
56%  Irr igation



•  We have planted 34.8 million trees as part of our reclamation program, including  

1.5 million in 2013. 

•  Our reforested areas are certified by the American Tree Farm System as sustainably  

managed woodlands.

•  About 60 percent of the acres we reclaim are reforested.

•  We recycled some 88 million pounds of non-combustion byproduct materials in 2013. 

Materials ranged from antifreeze, batteries, oils and e-waste to scrap metal.  

•  Luminant also markets combustion byproducts from our coal plants, saving landfill 

space and giving this material a second use in the roofing, concrete and carpet 

industries as well as in oil fields and road construction.

•  In 2013, we sold more than 2.8 billion pounds of these byproducts, bringing the total to 

more than 49 billion pounds since our program began in 1986.
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COAL COMBUSTION BYPRODUCT SALES
Total since 1986: 49.1 billion pounds
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A rare carnivorous pitcher plant from  
the Tur ling ton Mine in Fair f ield, Texas.



1  Includes four mothballed units (1,655 MW) not currently available 
for dispatch. 

2  Including power purchase agreements for wind.  

GENERATING CAPACIT Y1   
Total: 15,427 MW

52% Coal

15% Nuclear

33% Natural Gas

2013 ENERGY PRODUCTION2

Total: 75,344 GWh

LUMINANT is a competitive power generation business, including mining, wholesale marketing and trading, and 

development operations. Luminant has more than 15,400 megawatts of generation in Texas, including 2,300 MW 

fueled by nuclear power and 8,000 MW fueled by coal. The company is also a large purchaser of wind-generated 

electricity. Visit luminant.com for additional information.

FRONT COVER PHOTO: Reclaimed mine land, Thermo Mine in Monticello, Texas.

Reclaimed and improved mine land, Fair f ield, Texas.

2.7% Wind
27.2% Nuclear
68.9% Coal 
1.2% Natural Gas
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EFH is a Dallas-based energ y holding 
company that has a por t folio of compet i t ive and regulated 

energ y subsidiar ies, pr imar ily in Texas.

F inal Reclamation Pond at Monticello, T i tus Count y, Texas


